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Abstract—The effects of different geometries, heights and concentra-
tions per unit area of gratings in the active region of a metal semicon-
ductor metal photo-detector have been analyzed for enhanced charge
collection through electromagnetic field analysis. Plots of the electric
field amplitude as it propagates from the constricted grating region to
a larger cross-section in the active region have been studied for com-
parison. This study shows that a hatched top cone shaped grating
allows for maximum energy transfer into the active region, thus en-
hancing collection. The height for this structure is also a minimum
over all structures, thus making the hatched cone the optimum design
for enhanced collection. The cladding of such structures with SiO2 also
appears to contribute to increased energy transfer into the substrate.

1. INTRODUCTION

A photodetector (PD) is an important component of an optical
transmission and receiver system. For fast and reliable operations,
such systems require detectors with high efficiency, good responsivity
and wide bandwidth. A class of devices known as metal-semiconductor-
metal (MSM) photodetectors meets these requirements and has been
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widely used in many optical and measurement systems [1]. MSM PD
is a planar device with Schottky barriers on either side of an exposed
semiconductor absorption region. It requires low fabrication processing
steps and has high speed because of low capacitance. The electrodes
in these devices are often interdigitated to increase the active region
area while optimizing the electric fields in the carrier collection region.

Because of its weak absorption at laser wavelengths as compared
to GaAs and also due to its indirect bandgap characteristics, a Si
MSM detector is unable to deliver acceptable ranges of efficiency
and speed as its compared to its GaAs counterpart. GaAs PD’s are
currently used in many applications but are difficult to integrate with
the existing Si chips, which leads to high costs in production. A well
designed Si MSM photodetector is still an attractive choice in many
applications including the next generation of high performance optical
communication interconnects [2]. In addition; Si MSMs are compatible
with the VLSI technology [3].

In recent years, many attempts have been made to improve the
quantum efficiency of Si MSM detectors. These attempts include
etching deep vertical and U-shaped trench electrodes, where the devices
have shown improvement compared to planar contact devices [4-
5]. The process is expensive and leads to fabrication difficulties.
Detectors fabricated using SOI technology have enhanced speed, which
is essentially due to the buried oxide layer which limits Si thickness
[6]. Amorphous Si can be used to increase absorption, in cases
where the focus is to modify the long-range structural symmetry of
crystalline Si, thereby relaxing the k-vector selection rule for optical
transitions [7]. This method reduces the efficiency and also has
problems with integration with Si chips. Finally, in an attempt
to improve absorption in the active region, a 1000-nm deep sub-
wavelength grating is integrated on the top of the active region of
the Si MSM structure. This results in an increased collection of charge
[8]. The physics for the improved collection, however, has not been
fully explained.

One plausible explanation for improved collection has been
recently presented using electromagnetic (EM) field analysis [9]. Here,
it was shown that charge collection in an MSM photo detector can
be studied by tracing the amplitude of the transmitted E-field into
the active region of the detector. An increase in the transmitted
E-field amplitude means an increase in the transmission coefficient,
(τ = Et

0

Ei
0
). The transmission coefficient then determines the energy

carried by the transmitted wave (SAV = |τ |2 |Ei
0|2

2η ) into the detector’s
active region. Field analysis also showed that charge collection can
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be further increased by rearranging the wall-like grating lattice into a
square shaped configuration.

In this paper, the EM field transport process is investigated
further. In particular, a detailed analysis of the grating structure
is performed in order to optimize charge collection. The grating
geometry, height and concentration per unit active area are
investigated for maximum energy deposition in the active region. The
variation in the transmitted electric field energy that is deposited in
the active region as a function of grating geometry was determined
and analyzed to ensure the maximum possible collection. Finally, this
paper also analyzes the effects of coating over these grating structures
to examine the variations in the electric field in the substrate (active
region). Section 2 provides a brief description of the simulation setup
and theory. In Section 3 results and discussions are provided for this
analysis and conclusions are presented in Section 4.

2. THEORY AND SIMULATION SETUP

The basic concept of a greater transmission of EM energy in the active
region due to gratings on the surface has been presented earlier and is
therefore not the subject of analysis here. It was shown previously
that an amplitude variation occurs when an EM wave enters the
detector’s active region while traveling through the gratings - a region
of different cross-sectional area [9]. A higher transmission coefficient
translates to more transmitted energy into the active region. Hence,
the concept of increasing the transmission energy by allowing the
electromagnetic waves to pass through gratings with varying geometry,
and concentration on the active region can be used to design structures
that optimize collection.

The simulation method used in this study is based on the Finite
Integration Technique (FIT), which provides a discrete reformulation
of Maxwell’s equations in their integral form suitable for computers
applied to electromagnetic field problems with complex geometries.
The associated integral form of a grid cell surface can be written as
the differential equation

ex(i, j, k) + ey(i,+1, i, k) − ex(i, j + 1, k) − ey(i, j, k) = − d

dt
bz(i, j, k),

(1)
where the scalar value ex(i, j, k) =

∫ (xi+1,yj ,zk)
(xi,yj ,zk)

�E · d�s represents the
exact value of the integral over the distance limits of the electric field,
and the scalar value bz(i, j, k) =

∫
AZ(i,j,k)

�B ·d �A represents the integral
over the area of the magnetic flux density. Simulation equations using
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Figure 1. (a) Bulk Si detector with different 1.8-µm tall grating
structures, i.e., wall, square, cone, and hatched-top cone. The inset
shows SEP pictures of nano gratings that were fabricated by AFRL,
for possible placement on the active region. (b) Maximum isoline plot
of the incident wave transmitted through substrate, square, cone, and
hatched-top cone structures. The curves display the optimum height,
hop, of each structure.

this technique are incorporated in a commercial code that has been
used in this analysis [10].

The simulation scheme is shown in Fig. 1a. In this setup, a
section of the detector with four grating structures (wall, square,
cone, and hatched-top cone, two of the structures fabricated through
interferometric lithography are shown in the inset), each 1.8-µm
in height, are to be simulated and compared for analysis. The
transmission of a z-polarized incident wave through the structures will
generate changes in the wave amplitude as it crosses the region into the
active area. The plots generated through simulations will be compared
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Figure 2. Configurations of MSM photodetectors used in the
simulations. Structures are a 10 × 10 × 2 µm Si-substrate (a) without
gratings, (b) square gratings, (c) cone gratings, and (d) hatched-top
cone gratings.

in the analysis, first to determine the best structure shape that will
allow for maximum energy transmission and later, after the shape is
determined, its height will be optimized. Fig. 1b shows a maximum
isoline plot of the four best shapes in the 2D plane. It shows that the
hatched-top cone has the highest E-field amplitude close to the active
region while the wall-type grating has the lowest maximum peak. This
suggests that grating structures such as a square, cone, and hatched-
top cone have similar effects as that of a wall-like grating (inset Fig. 1a)
structure, and will contribute towards enhancing charge collection as
was demonstrated earlier [9].

For simulations, a 10 × 10 × 2 µm Si region, representing a
section of the detector’s active region, was used in the simulations
as shown in Fig. 2a. A 1 V/m plane wave port as the source in
the negative y-direction with a continuous sinusoidal wave was also
used as the excitation signal. It is also important to note that
diffraction theory and absorption through gratings will not explain all
the physics associated with charge collection. For Si, the incident wave
must have energy equal to or greater than the material bandgap and
hence would be capable of creating electron-hole pairs at the interface
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[15]. Therefore, in this study, a wave length corresponding to the
bandgap energy was chosen for the incident plane wave. In order
to optimize the grating shape for maximum transmission, different
geometries (i.e., square, cone and hatched-top cone), were chosen
for comparison as shown in Figs. 2b, 2c, and 2d. E-fields were
monitored by placing probes at the interface between the grating and
the Si substrate. Due to changes in structural shape and the effects
of refraction and transmission there is a change in the transmission
coefficient (transmitted energy) as the E-field passes from one region
to another. Simulation results to optimize the transmitted energy are
discussed in Subsections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. Results from SiO2 cladding
on the gratings is also included in the discussion.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. Optimization by Varying the Height of the Gratings

Structures shown in Fig. 2 were simulated by varying the height of the
gratings in the 0.5–1.3µm range, while the area covered on the active
region was kept the same for all the structures. The plots of normalized
E-field amplitudes associated with the square, cone, and hatched-top
cone structures with different heights are shown in the Fig. 3. One
can see that each structure has a unique optimum height, hop, with
the square, cone, and hatched-top cone having the optimum heights
of 1.0µm, 0.9 µm, and 0.6µm, respectively. The hatched-top cone
structure of Fig. 2d shows a maximum normalized amplitude of 2.45 V
at a height of 0.6µm as shown in Fig. 4. Since transmitted amplitude
contributes to the transmission coefficient (which effects transmitted
power), this structure therefore allows for maximum energy transfer
into the substrate. The fabrication cost is also expected to be the least
for this structure due to its low height, hop.

A geometrical analysis of the focal point for the E-field of the
hatched-top cone is shown in Fig. 5a and is based on concepts presented
elsewhere [12]. This structure can be decomposed into cylindrical
and hollow-center hatched-top cone components. For the cylindrical
component, the z-polarized wave transmits from air through Si with a
transmission coefficient of τOA. For the hollow-center hatched-top cone
component, the oblique incident wave makes an angle of θ1 and the
transmitted wave makes an angle of θ2 with respect to the normal axis
to the surface. In this case, a constructive interference of E-fields could
be attributed to the increase in the E-field. Other structures will not
have this trend. The circular distribution of associated transmission
coefficients on this component is illustrated in detail in Fig. 5b. The
figure depicts the top view in the xz plane. The entire Si area can
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Figure 3. Normalized (with 1 V/m) E-field peak associated with
square (white), cone (gray), and hatched-top cone (black) structures
as a function of height.

Figure 4. E-field vs. time waveforms of three structures associated
with their optimum heights. (solid line: hatched-top cone with height
= 0.6µm, triangles: cone with height = 0.9µm, and asterisks: square
with height = 1µm).
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Figure 5. Decomposition of the hatched-top cone grating: (a) side
view of decomposed cylindrical and hollow-center hatched-top cone
components on xy plane and (b) top view of the hollow-center hatched-
top cone components on xz plane.

be divided into five regions, i.e., B, C, D, E, and F. At locations C
and E, the electric fields are parallel polarized while the electric fields
at locations B and D are perpendicularly polarized. The transmission
coefficients of the waves transmitting to locations A are τCA and τEA

for the former case, and τBA and τDA for the latter case. The special
case corresponds to locations within the region labeled F is of the
elliptical polarization. The transmission coefficient τFA is determined
by an integral over this region of individual transmission coefficients
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associated with different elliptically polarized incident waves. The total
transmission coefficient can be determined from the contributions from
individual components and is expressed as

τΣ = τOA +
2π∑

φ=0

τφ, (2)

where the summation term on the right hand side represents an
integration of transmission coefficients between locations B to F
(Fig. 5b). The contribution of these components enhances the
transmitted energy, and the transmitted electric field in Si can now
be written as

Et = τΣ · E0e
j(ωt−βy)ẑ, (3)

where E0 is the incident wave amplitude and β is the phase constant.
In the cases of a wall, a square and a cone, the focal point is not

close to the active region. Also, as the height is increased, the focal
point shifts slightly towards the top, and thus, there is a decrease in
the E-field. Thus, the large transmitted amplitude for the hatched-
top cone as compared to the other two structures could be due to a
combination of the effects of slanted-sides and flat-top surfaces that
result in focusing the transmitted waves on one particular spot close
to the top surface. As a result, the hatched-top cone structure has
high E-fields. Further analysis in this paper is therefore dedicated to
the hatched-top cone structure.

3.2. Optimization by Varying Number of Gratings on the
Active Region

The number of grating structures on the active region was varied
to optimize the charge collection. This effectively changed the area
covered by the gratings while keeping the area of the active region
constant that is the percentage of area covered by the Si gratings on
the active region changes. The dimension of each grating structure is
kept constant at a µm2 where a is the area covered by each grating
structure on the active region. Hence, the entire area covered by the
gratings is na µm2 (n = number of gratings).

The relationship between the number of gratings and the
normalized E-field peak for the hatched-top cone structure is shown
in Fig. 6. The maximum E-field corresponds to 100 hatched-top
gratings. The E-field magnitude starts at a low value and then
slowly increases until a critical number of gratings is reached and then
starts to decrease. This is because, a smaller number of gratings,
the distance between the structures is larger than the wavelength
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Figure 6. Relationship between the number of gratings and the
normalized E-field peak for the structure with hatched-top cone
gratings.

and there is no contribution from adjacent regions. As the number
of gratings increases, the separation distance between the gratings
decreases which causes multiple constructive interference similar to
the situation described earlier. This causes the E-field magnitude to
increase. As the number of gratings increases further, the E field starts
to decrease. The reason is that the large number of clusters makes the
region behave as a bulk region [13, 14].

3.3. Optimization of the Charge Collection by Using a
Cladding of SiO2

Finally, changes in the transmitted E-field magnitude were studied
with SiO2 layers on the grating surface. Oxides grow naturally on
exposed Si surfaces primarily due to the interaction of Si dangling
bonds with oxygen in air. Most practical devices are expected to
have such a layer. A hatched-top cone grating, which generated
the optimum E-field amplitude in the active region, was used in the
simulation (Fig. 7). The oxide thickness on the grating surface was
about 0.05µm. Again, the E-field probe was placed at the interface
between Si in the active region and the gratings. A comparison of
Fig. 4 and Fig. 8 shows that there is no significant difference in the
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Figure 7. Structure consisting of a 10 × 10 × 2 µm Si substrate. The
Si hatched-top cone gratings on top of the bulk SiO2 are coated with
a SiO2 layer of 0.1µm thickness.

Figure 8. Waveforms of E-fields of a structure consisting of hatched-
top cones of Si and an SiO2 coating with different heights (squares:
0.5µm, asterisks: 0.6 µm, and triangles: 0.7µm).

E-field amplitude with the oxide layer on top of the optimum height
(0.6µm, hatched-top cone structure). In order to determine a new
optimum height, the structure height was then altered to values of 0.5
and 0.7µm. No significant change in transmitted E-field amplitude
was seen. However, improvements in transmission amplitude occur
when the grating thickness is increased to a quarter wavelength. This
is shown in Fig. 9. The quarter wavelength thickness is expected to
minimize reflection at the interface through destructive interference.
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Figure 9. E-field magnitude frequency components (dBV/m)
associated with the substrate without gratings (Squares) and the
substrate with three cladding thickness cases (Circles: 0 µm, Crosses:
0.05µm, and Triangles: 0.258µm).

4. CONCLUSION

Charge collection in a MSM photo detector can be studied by tracing
the amplitude of the transmitted E-field into the active region of the
detector. An increase in the transmitted E-field amplitude means an
increase in the transmission coefficient. The transmission coefficient
determines the energy carried by the transmitted wave into the
detector’s active region. Simulations show that collection in MSM
detectors can be improved by adding gratings in the active region.
Simulations also show that the energy deposited in the active region
depends on the shape and height of the gratings. This indirectly affects
the charge collection of the photodetector.

A comparison of three different shapes show that a cone shaped
grating with a hatched-top is the best structure for enhancing
collection. The distance between gratings also affects the overall
collection. Also a cladding around the gratings can be used to improve
the collection further. The hatched-top cone grating with a quarter
wave length of SiO2 as cladding has shown the best results. It is
postulated that the charge collection can be improved further in MSM
photodetectors by using a different grating shape or by improvising on
the material used for cladding.
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